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Fresh from their victory over the nasty Kaspar Snit, who was last seen trying to steal the fountains
of Rome in The Fortress of Kaspar Snit the Blande family have certainly earned a rest. They re not
actually an average family (what average family has the power to fly?), but they like to relax in
front of the TV like everyone else. Their favorite show (except for Dad) is the hugely popular hit, The
Zoomers. When it s Zoomer time, mom makes a batch of popcorn, Solly settles his rat GW on his
shoulder, and Eleanor watches avidly as the Zoomer family of superheroes set off on their weekly
adventure. But Eleanor s noticed an odd detail: the director is one I. M. Partankiss. And that s none
other than Kaspar Snit. Surely he must have reformed? After all, he is planning to donate a million
dollars to his beloved native land, Verulia. Problem is, The Zoomers won t be seen on TV until a
million dollars has been raised. The Blande parents are off to a romantic vacation in Tuscany and
Eleanor and Solly are left...
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Reviews
Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of. Demetr is Ra u III
It becomes an incredible ebook which i have at any time go through. It normally fails to charge excessive. Your daily life period will be enhance the instant
you full reading this article book.
-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I
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